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John Clavering Wood
1837—1910
Author, Gardener

A 27 year old Shropshire lad, John Clavering Wood (1837-1910),
can retrospectively claim a first, when it comes to the complete
pa c ka ge o f a ‘ m a de - i n - Q u e e n s l a nd’ no v e l .
The discoverer was Gerard Benjamin of Brisbane, the writer’s
great-great-grandson, and Gloria Grant who both enabled the
novel to see the light of day
(pictured).

Five years after arriving in the infant
colony of Queensland from Shrop-
shire, 27 year old John Clavering
Wood wrote a novel about the new
frontier. The notebook in which he
wrote his story comprised 600 hand-
written pages and, on the title page,
bore the date 30 January 1865. Al-
though another novel had been writ-
ten in Queensland some three years
previously, it had been published in
London. Tom Hurstbourne, Queen-
sland's second novel, has
never previously been
published. It is well written, descriptive of Queensland life in the
1860s and an adventure story to boot. Gloria Grant and Gerard
Benjamin transcribed the manuscript.
J.C. Wood’s last address, just off Lygon Street in Carlton, and he
also lived in Balwyn Road, Balwyn, where his occupation had
been ‘retired gardener’.

Incidentally, JC Wood's grave-companion, Harriot Wikland is
likely to have been an acquaintance of Thomas Wentworth Wills
(of Aussie Rules fame), because he was very close to the Wills
Queensland property at Cullin-la-Ringo. In fact, JC Wood’s
daughters were later
b r o u g h t - u p
at Cullin-la-Ringo in
the 1870-80s.. Thomas
Wills' mother
Elizabeth was buried
in Boroondara
Cemetery in early
1908. Perhaps Wood
was present on that
occasion…
Gerard Benjamin
photographed at the
unmarked grave of John
C l a v e r i n g W o o d :
Church of England C
4103.
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